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Abstra t

The Iiyama slope failure o urred in the early morning of May 19, 2017, in Nagano Prefe ture, entral Japan. It aused a debris
ow in the Idegawa River, resulting in the eva uation of the residents of the neighboring areas for half a year. Sin e the sour e was
lo ated in a mountainous area, the ause of the debris ow was not dis overed immediately.
To investigate the me hanism of this slope failure, we performed a eld survey and obtained aerial photos of the slope failure
using an unmanned aerial vehi le. Additionally, we analyzed seismi data re orded by the surrounding stations, to identify the
ground motion generated by the mass movements.
We found that the Iiyama slope failure involved two major mass movements: a large landslide and a subsequent debris ow
triggered by the landslide. The movement of the landslide was re orded with long-period seismi waveforms, and the estimated
for e history showed a unidire tional movement from north to south for 50 s, rea hing a maximum velo ity of about 6.6 m/s.
Following, debris ew for about 5 km from the top of the landslide sour e area. The initial ollapse produ ed a large shaking with
a short-period omponent, and the signal gradually de ayed as the debris ow traveled along the river.
Our study shows that the two mass movements in the Iiyama slope failure generated ground motions with ompletely di erent
frequen ies. This suggests that the ground motions re orded by the seismometer are signi ant for understanding the movement
me hanism of slope failure. The seismi signal, ombined with the aerial photos, helps us to understand the dynami movement
history of the landslide.
Highlights

 A omplex me hanism of the slope failure was laried by
seismi data and UAV images

 Two mass movements were re orded in high- and lowfrequen y seismograms, respe tively

 Seismi signals are useful for the dete tion and dis rimination of slope failures
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1. Introdu tion

Slope failures are ontrolled by geologi stru ture and sometimes involve a ompli ated me hanism of ollapse, as was the
ase of the slope failure that o urred in Iiyama City, Nagano
Prefe ture, Japan in 2017. The hillslope failure o urred in the
early morning on May 19, 2017 (times in this paper are based
on Japan Standard Time). Aerial photographs of the area show
the tra e of the debris ow and a large mass movement asso iated with the debris ow. The debris ew for about 5 km, and
it was rst observed by a lo al resident of the downstream area.
The failure generated a shaking of the ground, whi h was
re orded by the surrounding seismi stations (Resear h Center
on Landslides, 2017; Yamada et al., 2017). In general, seismi
data are re orded ontinuously at a high sampling rate, so they
are useful for estimating the timing and movement histories of
slope failures (e.g. Hasegawa and Kanamori, 1987; Kawakatsu,
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1989). In addition, seismi sensors re ord signals at a great
distan e, and thus their overage is mu h wider (in the order of
tens of kilometers) than those of other types of sensors, su h as
opti al sensors or wire sensors (in the order of tens of meters).
Seismi data of mass movements an be analyzed following
the deterministi approa h or the sto hasti approa h. Longperiod seismi waveforms (in general, longer than the period
of mi roseisms, or about 10 s) are analyzed using the deterministi approa h. The seismi waveform inversion te hnique
estimates a for e history of the mass movement by minimizing the di eren e between the syntheti waveform and the observed waveform. This approa h provides information on the
movement history, su h as the time history of the for e a ting
on the surfa e, velo ity, mass, and the oeÆ ient of fri tion
(e.g. Brodsky et al., 2003; Favreau et al., 2010; Moretti et al.,
2012; Allstadt, 2013; Yamada et al., 2013; Ekström and Stark,
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2013; Yamada et al., 2018). On the other hand, short-period
seismi waveforms are analyzed using the sto hasti approa h,
sin e the waveforms are greatly a e ted by the small-s ale seismi stru ture along the propagation path and it is diÆ ult to
al ulate reliable syntheti waveforms. This approa h uses the
envelope of waveforms, arrival times, spe trograms, and power
spe tral density to obtain the lo ation and size of an event, and
the ow me hani s (e.g. Surina h et al., 2005; Yamada et al.,
2012; Burtin et al., 2013, 2016; Chen et al., 2013; Chao et al.,
2015; Walter et al., 2017; Lai et al., 2018). In this study, we
ombined these two approa hes to extra t information from
seismi signals on the failure movement. We also performed
a eld survey and obtained aerial images using an unmanned
aerial vehi le (UAV). By ombining the seismi data with the
aerial images, we investigated the omplex me hanism of the
Iiyama slope failure.

ure 3(b)). The deposit of this landslide blo ked the right-hand
stream of the Idegawa River and reated a landslide dam.
The material of the eastern blo k, whi h moved from west
to east, supplied a debris ow that traveled along the left-hand
stream of the Idegawa River. The sour e of the mass was about
100 m in width and 400 m in length. Most of the debris stopped
at a debris barrier dam about 4 km downstream from the sour e,
but some debris overowed the dam, rea hing the Chikuma
River (Hiramatsu et al., 2017).
In Figure 3( ), we an observe owlines (arrows) on the
ground surfa e in the dire tion of the debris ow, so the upper
right portion whi h is en losed by the dotted line owed as a
debris ow. Figure 3(d) shows that the eastern part of the landslide was eroded and entrained by the debris ow, suggesting
that the western blo k ollapsed prior to the debris ow.
We estimated the total mass of the landslide by omparing
the digital elevation models (DEMs) before and after the event.
For this purpose, we used a three-dimensional DEM with 0.5-m
grid spa ing reated from airborne Light Dete tion and Ranging (LiDAR) topographi surveys done by Nagano Prefe ture
after the slope failure (Figure 4), and a 5-m DEM made by photogrammetry before the slope failure (Geospatial Information
Authority of Japan, 2017). Based on the mass thi kness information shown in Figure 5, the sour e volume was estimated
at 1.2106 m3 and the total mass of the displa ed material at
3109 kg, assuming an average ro k density of 2.5103 kg/m3
(Iwaya and Kano, 2005). Based on these DEMs and the envelopes shown in Figure 3(a), the volume of the western blo k
was estimated at about 75% of the total volume.

2. Site Des ription

The slope failure lo ation is in the northern part of Nagano
Prefe ture, lose to the boundary with Niigata Prefe ture (Figure 1). A nearby resident found that the downstream area of the
Idegawa River be ame muddy and reported this to the lo al authorities at 7:53 AM on May 19, 2017 (Iiyama City, 2017). The
authorities onrmed that there was a large-s ale hillslope failure in the upstream area of the river. There were no human asualties or property damage, but the downstream residents were
ordered to eva uate for half a year (Iiyama City, 2017). Hiramatsu et al. (2017) analyzed the snow depth and pre ipitation
data in this area and on luded that the ause of the landslide
was most likely water originating from snowmelt.
The bedro k in the study area onsists of Pleisto ene volani s, espe i ally andesiti pyro lasti ro ks and lavas inter alated with layers of felsi tu (Yanagisawa et al., 2001).
This bedro k is overed by old and new landslide debris and a
series of uvial terra e deposits (Figure 2). The studied landslide o urred on a hillslope underlain by pyro lasti ro ks and
aused a subsequent debris ow, whi h traveled down about 5
km along the Idegawa River.
We performed a eld survey on June 7-8, 2017, about three
weeks after the slope failure o urred, and obtained aerial
photos of the slope failure using an UAV. We made an orthophoto with ommer ial modeling software (Pix4Dmapper)
that is shown in Figure 3(a).
The Iiyama slope failure onsisted of two major mass movements. The western blo k (Figure 3(a)) moved from northnorthwest to south-southeast and was deposited at the end of
the slope (hereafter referred to as the landslide). The width of
the mass was about 150 m and its length was about 400 m. This
blo k was relatively undisturbed, and trees remained standing
on the mass, whi h suggests its translational motion. Hiramatsu
et al. (2017), based on the displa ement of the ontrol points on
the undisturbed mass, estimated that the mass ew for a lateral
distan e of about 70 m. Note that there is a sharp verti al edge
in the eastern boundary of the western landslide blo k, whi h
interse ts with the mountain ridge at an angle of about 10Æ (Fig-

The failed masses were a part of larger landslide body that
an be identied on the pre-event topography. The lo al hillslope shows a low in lination (< 20Æ ) and rugged topography
as a result of the repeated movements of this long-lived landslide. A depression formed at the top of the slope before the
failure event (Figure 4(b)), suggesting the pre eding deformation of the sliding mass. The fra tured and partly pulverized
bedro k layers formed by the re ent landslide a tivities overed the wide area of the hillslopes and they are des ribed as
younger landslide debris in Figure 2.
Boreholes had been drilled along a length prole of the western landslide body to understand its subsurfa e stru tures. Figure 5 shows the proles of the boring ores drilled at six loations on the main body of the landslide. The lo al bedro k
onsists of tu bre ia, in luding andesite gravels in tu a eous
matrix, and inter alated tu beds dipping southeast. The upper part of the bedro k had been hemi ally weathered, and it
has been only slightly a e ted by the gravitational deformation
of the entire hillslope. This bedro k was overed by massive
landslide deposits, with heavily damaged stru tures due to the
repeated landslide movements. The sliding surfa e of the 2017
failure event was formed at the base of these landslide deposits,
with a maximum depth of 48 m below the ground, and it an
be identied by the ontrasting stru tures between the sliding
mass and the immobile substrate.
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3. Seismi

Signals

4. Seismi

Waveform Inversion

Long-period ground motion is less inuen ed by subsurfa e
soil stru ture than short-period motion, and this helps extra ting long-period sour e information on the landslide movement.
In order to determine the landslide me hanism, we performed
seismi waveform inversion (Kawakatsu, 1989; Brodsky et al.,
2003; Yamada et al., 2013). The inversion te hnique estimates
the for e history a ting on a xed lo ation by minimizing the
di eren e between observed and syntheti waveforms. The
syntheti waveforms are a onvolution of the pre- omputed
Green's fun tion and the for e history. We performed a grid
sear h in spa e to nd the optimal lo ation for explaining the
observed seismi waveforms. The grid sear h was performed
in an area of about 30 km  30 km with a 5 km spa ing (Figure
1).
We al ulated Green's fun tions at ea h node using the disrete wavenumber method (Bou hon, 1979) and the Japan Meteorologi al Agen y's (JMA) one-dimensional velo ity stru ture model (Ueno et al., 2002). Based on the method of Nakano
et al. (2008), we performed a seismi waveform inversion in
the frequen y domain and determined the best tting threeomponent sour e time fun tion of a single-for e me hanism,
assuming lo ations at ea h grid point. Then, the normalized
residual of equation (7) found in Nakano et al. (2008), whi h is
the di eren e between observed and syntheti waveforms normalized by the amplitude of the observed waveforms, for ea h
node is used to determine the sour e lo ation. Figure 1 shows
the residual ontour of this grid sear h whi h suggests that the
best-t sour e lo ation is very lose to the Iiyama slope failure
site.
Sin e the spatial resolution of the grid sear h is rather oarse
(5 km), in the next step we xed the exa t lo ation of the sour e
at the site of the Iiyama slope failure (36.99ÆN, 138.42ÆE) and
repeated the waveform inversion. Figure 8 shows the optimal
for e history and the waveform t. There is good agreement
between observed and syntheti waveforms with a normalized
residual of 0.07.
The for e history in Figure 8(a) shows a lear harmoni signal at 55-100 s. This orresponds to a typi al sour e time fun tion for the landslide movement with relatively short travel distan e (Brodsky et al., 2003; Yamada et al., 2013, 2018). It ree ts the a eleration and de eleration pro ess of the landslide
movement. The Green's fun tions are dominated by surfa e
waves and the verti al omponent of the for e ontributes signi antly to the shape and amplitude of the (horizontal omponent) Rayleigh waves. Therefore, horizontal waveforms ontain information about the verti al for e, and with enough numbers and azimuthal overage of stations, these data an be used
to estimate the verti al for e. To evaluate how well the verti al
for e was resolved from our dataset, we omputed the model
resolution matrix (Menke, 2018). We onrmed that they were
identity matri es in all the frequen y and the rank of the Green's
fun tion matri es was equal to the number of the unknown parameters (i.e., 3). This supports that all omponents were well
resolved in our analysis.
The maximum for e in the ve tor sum is estimated as

The ground motion aused by the Iiyama slope failure was
re orded by the surrounding seismi stations. Figure 1 shows
the station distribution around the site of the failure. We used
the F-net broadband seismi stations, short-period seismi stations (Hi-net and Japan Meteorologi al Agen y), and highsensitivity a elerometers ollo ated with the Hi-net shortperiod sensors. The high-sensitivity a elerometers onsisted
of two horizontal omponents, while the other sensors had three
omponents.
Figure 6 shows the seismi signal at the losest station
(N.MAKH) re orded by a high-sensitivity a elerometer. The
distan e between the station and the lo ation of the failure event
is about 8 km. Both the original a elerogram and displa ement
ltered between 0.01 and 0.1 Hz are shown. There is a lear differen e in the signal arrival times between the two waveforms.
The long-period displa ement signal starts in reasing at 60 s
and re ords a harmoni pulse with a period of about 40 s. The
a eleration signal at this period is relatively small, and it is
suddenly amplied at 100 s. The signal is attenuated exponentially as a fun tion of time, but a small signal ontinues for
around ve minutes (see Appendix Figure S1). Most of the energy in the a eleration re ord is ontained in the frequen ies
between 1 and 4 Hz (Figure 6( ))
These short-period hara teristi s are also observed at the
other surrounding seismi stations as shown in Figure 7. This
gure shows the velo ity waveforms re orded by the shortperiod seismometers. To remove the high-frequen y noise, we
apply a fourth-order Butterworth low-pass lter with a uto
frequen y of 5 Hz. The amplitude of the waveform de ays as
a fun tion of distan e, but the signal of the landslide remains
dete table as far as 40 km away. However, the re ords of distant stations have longer tails than the stations losest to the
slope failure site due to the s attering of the short-period signals (Sato, 1977; Wu and Aki, 1988; Jing et al., 2014).
The long-period signals were re orded by the F-net broadband seismometer and the high-sensitivity a elerometers. Figure 8 shows the ltered displa ement waveforms. We pro essed
these re ords a ording to the following pro edure. First, we
removed the mean from the time series and orre ted all waveforms for the instrumental response. A non- ausal fourth-order
Butterworth lter with a orner frequen y of 0.014-0.1 Hz was
applied. The lter window was sele ted so that mu h of the
ba kground noise was redu ed without removing the landslide
signal. We used a non- ausal lter to avoid phase distortion in
the shape of the landslide waveform. The data were integrated
in the time domain to obtain the displa ement waveforms. Figure 8 shows the onsistent harmoni pulse in the waveforms
of all stations, but the amplitudes of the EW and UD omponents are relatively small. We used these ltered displa ement
waveforms with a duration of 150 s starting from 6:36:40 AM,
May 19, 2017, for the seismi waveform inversion in the next
se tion.
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2.1109 N. The a eleration history an be obtained by dividing the for e by the mass, and the velo ity history is found by
integrating the a eleration history. Assuming a onstant mass
(i.e., that the whole mass moved uniformly), the maximum estimated a eleration and velo ity were 0.69 m/s2 and 6.6 m/s,
respe tively.

ompared to the migration of the sour e, the amplitude hange
may ree t the ow pro ess. Based on this assumption, the
large amplitude may orrespond to the initiation pro ess from
the ollapse to the debris ow, and the long tail of the waveform
suggests that the debris owed along the river. These signals did
not appear in the long-period omponent, sin e the mass of ea h
parti le was too small to produ e the ne essary momentum on
the ground surfa e.
We estimated that the landslide started moving at 6:37:35
AM, and ontinued for about 50 s. The debris ow was triggered by the landslide at 6:38:20 AM, the large amplitude of the
seismi signal lasted around 3 minutes, and the amplitude went
ba k to its original noise level after 5 minutes (see Appendix
Figure S1). Hiramatsu et al. (2017) des ribed the stream prole
and hange in the riverbed heights obtained from the airborne
laser surveys before and after the event. There is a substantial
hange in the riverbed between the sour e area and the debris
barrier dam (Figure 2). This suggests that the seismi signals of
the debris ow were produ ed eÆ iently in this 4-km stret h.
Therefore, the average speed of the debris ow in this se tion is
estimated at 13 m/s. Hiramatsu et al. (2017) estimated that the
velo ity of the subsequent debris ow at 2:40 PM on May 22
was 11 m/s a ross the lowest 1 km of its ow range. Assuming
the upstream area had a higher slope and larger velo ity, this
number is onsistent with our estimated velo ity of the debris
ow. The velo ity may have hanged if the debris ow was
stret hed while traveling or if it o ured su essively.
The omplex me hanism of the Iiyama slope failure was laried by seismi signals and UAV images. The seismi stations in the study area were originally installed for onstru ting an earthquake atalog, but they have also proven useful for
the analysis of geote hni al hazards. By using a UAV, highquality and high-resolution aerial images are easily obtained.
With these aerial images, resear hers an ondu t photogrammetry using sophisti ated stru ture-from-motion software (e.g.
Walter et al., 2009; Niethammer et al., 2012). This resear h
is unique, be ause the omplex movement of the slope failure
was analyzed using remote sensors at relatively low ost and
in a short time, ompared to onventional eld surveys. These
remote tools are expe ted to be very e e tive in the qui k investigation and me hanism lari ation of future geote hni al
hazards o urring at ina essible lo ations.

5. Dis ussion

The Iiyama slope failure was a unique landslide with both a
substantial mass movement and a debris ow o urring losely
in time and spa e. Based on the DEM model, there were two
major blo ks. The western blo k moved from NNW to SSE and
was deposited at the valley bottom. The eastern blo k owed
along the river as a debris ow.
The western blo k slid on the bedro k of tu -bre ia, with
a thi kness of about 50 m (Nagano Prefe ture, personal ommuni ation). Sin e the sliding surfa e had formed along the
pre-existing geologi al stru ture, the mass was likely to move
uniformly as a blo k in the translational dire tion. The moving
dire tion of the landslide oin ided with the dipping dire tion
of the bedding lo ally (Figure 2).
The movement of the eastern body, whi h be ame a debris
ow, su eeded that of the western blo k, sin e the debris ow
ex avated the slid mass of the western blo k (Figure 3(d)).
Sin e the two movements o urred losely in time and spa e,
we interpreted that the debris ow was triggered by the movement of the western blo k. Hiramatsu et al. (2017) observed
multiple springs owing from the side s arp of this eastern part
immediately after the failure. The abundant supply of subsurfa e water may have promoted the movement of the debris ow.
The for e history estimated from the long-period waveforms
shows a simple unidire tional mass movement. The parti le
motion in the horizontal plane and the se tion along the sliding
dire tion are in good agreement with regard to the dire tion of
movement (Figures 4 and 9). The rst positive pulse in the NS
dire tion (Figure 8(a)) orresponds to the a eleration at the
beginning of sliding, and the se ond negative pulse orresponds
to the de eleration due to the mass blo k rea hing the valley
(Yamada et al., 2013).
Signals of debris ows tend to appear in the short-period
ground motions (Burtin et al., 2016). The ground motion is
essentially produ ed by the impa t between parti les and the
ground within the hannel (Lai et al., 2018). The frequen y of
the signal re orded by the regional network is about 1-5 Hz in
general (Chen et al., 2013; Allstadt et al., 2018), but it may be
higher if the station were lose to the sour e (Burtin et al., 2016;
Walter et al., 2017; Lai et al., 2018), due to the larger attenuation in high frequen ies. The seismi signal of the debris ow
tends to have an emergent onset, and the duration is in the order of tens of minutes, depending on the ow distan e (Burtin
et al., 2016; Walter et al., 2017; Lai et al., 2018; Allstadt et al.,
2018).
Compared to past studies, the short-period ground motion in
Figure 6(a) shows a sharp peak and de ays exponentially as
a fun tion of time. Sin e the sour e-station distan e is large

6. Con lusions

We investigated the omplex me hanism of the Iiyama slope
failure by obtaining eld data and aerial photos through a eld
survey three weeks after the in ident, and by analyzing the seismi signal of the slope failure. Our aim was to extra t the slope
failure's timing and movement history.
We found that the Iiyama slope failure onsisted of two major mass movements: a large landslide and a subsequent debris
ow triggered by the landslide. These two movements were
re orded at the surrounding seismi stations at di erent frequen ies. The ombination of the long-period and short-period
seismi waveforms reveals the timing and types of the re orded
4

mass movements. The UAV provides information on the geology and topography of the surfa e pro ess and the aerial photos
an also be used for reating a DEM if a high-resolution DEM
is not available.
Our study shows that the two mass movements in the Iiyama
slope failure generated ground motions with ompletely di erent frequen ies. This suggests that the ground motions re orded
by the seismometer are signi ant for understanding the movement me hanism of the slope failure. The seismi signal, ombined with drone aerial photos, helps us to understand the dynami movement history of the landslide.
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Figure 2: Geologi al map of the study area (modied after Yanagisawa et al.
(2001)). The numbers show the strike and dip of the strata.
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Figure 1: Map with the lo ations of the seismi stations. The star shows the
landslide lo ation, triangles show Hi-net lo ations, the ir le shows a JMA
short-period (SP) seismi station, and the square shows an F-net broadband
(BB) station. The lled symbols represent the stations used for the waveform
inversion. The ba kground olor shows the elevation, and thi k solid lines show
the prefe ture boundary. The bla k dots show the lo ations of the grid sear h
and the ontour lines show the residuals of the grid sear h. The inset shows the
map of Japan and the lo ation of the slope failure.
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Figure 3: Photos taken using UAV images (June 8, 2017). The white solid lines
show the envelope of the landslide, and the white dotted lines show the envelope
of the debris ow. The white arrows show the dire tion of the owline on the
ground surfa e. (a) The orthophoto generated by the software. The lo ations
and dire tions of photos (b)-(d) are indi ated with bla k arrows. (b) Photo of
the s arp at the eastern edge of the landslide. ( ) Photo of the sour e head of
the landslide. (d) Photo of the s arp made by the debris ow.
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Figure 6: Seismi re ords of the Iiyama landslide at N.MAKH station in NS
omponent. The origin time is 6:36:40 AM, May 19, 2017. (a) Original highsensitivity a elerometer re ord, (b) ltered displa ement re ord with a nonausal fourth order Butterworth lter between 0.01 and 0.1 Hz, and ( ) spe trogram of the a eleration re ord. Ea h segment for the fast Fourier transform
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Figure 4: Topography of the Iiyama landslide. (a) Elevation hange at the
Iiyama landslide. The ontours show the DEM after the landslide (July 3,
2017). Cir les show the lo ations of the boring ores. (b) Verti al se tion
along the YY' segment before and after the failure. ( ourtesy of the Hokushin
Regional Development Bureau)
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Figure 7: Seismi re ords of the Iiyama landslide re orded by the Hi-net and
the JMA seismi network in the NS omponent. (a) 5 Hz low-pass ltered
waveforms and (b) normalized envelopes. The origin time is 6:36:40AM, May
19, 2017. Adja ent seismograms are shown alternately in bla k and gray for
larity.
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Figure 5: Proles of six boring ores drilled on the main body of the landslide
( ourtesy of the Hokushin Regional Development Bureau). The lo ations are
shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 8: Seismi waveforms of the Iiyama landslides with a band-pass lter
at 0.014-0.1 Hz. The origin time is 6:36:40AM, May 19, 2017. (a) Estimated
single-for e sour e time fun tions for the EW, NS, and UD omponents. (b)
Displa ement waveform ts between observed (bla k) and syntheti (red) data
obtained from the sour e inversion. The letters on the left show the station
ode, and the numbers at the top right show the largest amplitude of the two
waveforms.
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